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17 October: International Day for the Eradication of Poverty 

The observance of the International Day for the Eradication of Poverty (known in France as the World Day for Overcoming 

Extreme Poverty) can be traced back to 17 October 1987. On that day, at the initiative of ATD Quart Monde, over a hundred 

thousand people gathered at the Palais du Trocadero in Paris, where the Universal Declaration of Human Rights was signed in 

1948. The gathering was held to honour the victims of extreme poverty, violence and hunger. Activists from all countries 

proclaimed that poverty is a violation of human rights and affirmed the need to come together to ensure that these rights are 

respected. These convictions are inscribed in a commemorative stone unveiled on this day in the square at Trocadero. 

Since then, people of all backgrounds and beliefs have gathered every year on 17 October to renew their commitment and 

show their solidarity with the poor. Replicas of the commemorative stone have been unveiled around the world and serve as a 

gathering place to celebrate this international day. One such replica is located in the garden of the United Nations Headquarters 

and is the site of the annual commemoration organised by the United Nations Secretariat in New York on the International Day 

for the Eradication of Poverty. 

17 October presents an opportunity to acknowledge the effort and struggle of people living in poverty, a chance for them to 

make their concerns heard, and a moment to recognise that poor people are the first ones to fight against poverty. The 

participation of poor people themselves has been central to the celebration of this day since its very beginning. The 

commemoration on 17 October also reflects the willingness of people living in poverty to use their expertise to contribute to the 

eradication of this scourge.                            

                   
   Source: United Nations (https://www.un.org/en/observances/day-for-eradicating-poverty/background) 

https://www.un.org/fr/observances/day-for-eradicating-poverty/background
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“Our Voices”, Emmaus International’s first Global Report on its fight against poverty 
 
 

 

“Our Voices”, Emmaus’ report on its fight against poverty, is structured around three complementary requirements, which 

must be met if policies are to be effective in combating poverty. For each of these three requirements, Emmaus International 

sets out two clear and precise demands that can be implemented. We illustrate this by providing two real-life examples of 

initiatives carried out by Emmaus groups worldwide for each demand. These actions have been selected because they have 

proven to be effective and have the potential to be rolled out on a large scale – they require nothing other than political will. 
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Making “Our Voices” heard 
 

 

 

To mark the release of the first Global Report on Emmaus' struggles to combat poverty, we invite you to take part in a major 

campaign to make our movement's voices and demands heard throughout the world.  

 

Why?  To make our actions and struggles known, as well as our proposals to tackle exclusion, poverty and its causes! 

How? By challenging the "powerful" and by mobilising all those who identify with our struggles. 

 

“The voices of those who are voiceless 

should keep the powerful awake at night.” 
 

Abbé Pierre 

Confessions, excerpt from Discours au Palais des Congrès, 23 November 1984  
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Communication campaign 
 

 

 

A message to reflect the importance of our struggles: 
 

Nos luttes sont locales, mondiales, vitales! 

Our struggles are local, global, vital! 

¡Nuestras luchas son locales, mundiales, vitales! 
 

LOCAL 

→ carried out on the 
ground, as close as possible 
to the realities and needs 

GLOBAL 

→ shared and put into 
practice around the world 

VITAL 

→ urgent and human, they 
must mobilise everyone 
and call for powerful 
responses 

 

With this message, Emmaus International is asserting that the local groups have the essential solutions, tried and tested every 

day on the ground all over the world. These solutions can act as a source of social transformation if they are implemented on a 

larger scale (national, regional and international) and if all of us work together. 
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A call to action to make the voices heard of those who struggle  
 

Our movement has experiences to share and solutions to propose. Like Abbé Pierre, we have to make our demands loud and 

clear, to give a voice to those who are not heard.  

We invite you to join forces using a common hashtag, in English, to share the same slogan in all countries and on all media - to 

make our struggles known and demand the attention they deserve:  

 

#OURVOICESMATTER 
 

Emmaus International has chosen a hashtag in English to ensure that there is a single keyword 

used on all communication media, in all countries, throughout the campaign and to increase 

the visibility of our communication on social media.  

All the other communication materials will be translated into Spanish, English and French.  

The hashtag #OurVoicesMatter will allow us to track all publications and media coverage of the 

campaign, including yours! Remember to use it throughout the campaign! 
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“This campaign is an opportunity for us to launch a new appeal, a first since the one 

launched by Abbé Pierre and the first Emmaus companions in 1954! The Covid-19 

pandemic and its health and social consequences clearly demonstrate the urgency of 

the situation. We cannot keep waiting, we must act now!” 

Patrick Atohoun, Chair of Emmaus International  
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17 October 2021 
 

Emmaus International: Your missions: 

  

 
 Publication of an appeal 

Get your group to sign the appeal: 

companions, friends, volunteers, employees, 

etc. 

 

Broadcast of a campaign video Share the video on social media  
 

  
          

Launch of the campaign website 
 

 

Share the link and/or publish an article on your 
website (article templates provided) 
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From 18 October and over the following 6 weeks 

Social media 
 

 

 

 

 

1 demand = 1 week 
 

Over the course of 6 weeks, from 17 October to 28 November, Emmaus International will share content every day on its social 

media (Facebook, Twitter, Instagram and LinkedIn) to make its demands and actions known and understood using the hashtag 

#OurVoicesMatter. Every week, the public will find out about one of the six demands presented in our Global Report, in the form 

of texts, visuals, videos and audio interviews. 

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday 

Introduction to 

the demand 

Educational 

comic book 

Video on the 

alternative 
Portrait Expert view Key figure Audio message 

@Emmaus International @EmmausInternational.org @EmmausInter_fr @EmmausInter_fr 

https://www.linkedin.com/company/emma%C3%BCs-international/
https://www.instagram.com/emmausinternational/
https://twitter.com/EmmausInter_fr
https://www.facebook.com/EmmausInternational.org/
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Your mission: like and share 

each of these posts on your 

social networks! 

 

 

If we all share these posts 

consistently will we manage 

to achieve a good level of 

visibility. Please also 

remember to share them on 

your personal social media, in 

addition to the group’s pages, 

using the hashtag 

#OurVoicesMatter 
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Taking action at local level 

 

The campaign “Our struggles are local, global, vital” will take place online on social media, but you can also get involved 

locally, in your group! Here are some ideas to get you started. 

Introduce the appeal and ask people to sign it 

Of course, ask all the members of the group, companions, volunteers, friends, and employees. But you can go further 

and ask the general public who come to see you to sign this appeal too! You can set up a stand to introduce it and make 

a computer available to collect signatures.  

Ready-to-print posters will be provided, as well as an audio spot that you can play in the sales area. 

Send the report to local decision-makers 

You will receive a few printed copies of the report and you can order more as needed. The report can also be sent in 

digital format. You can use this opportunity to make local demands, in line with the requirements and demands 

presented in the report, and invite the decision-makers to come and meet you!  

A summary of the report for decision-makers will be sent to you, as well as a pitch for presenting it and a sample letter to 

send out.  
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Contact local media 

An international campaign is also of interest to local media, particularly if there’s a link between the campaign and your 

work. This is an opportunity to invite the press to visit your group and to present both your actions and the report to 

journalists. 

You will shortly receive a sample press release and media kit to send out.  The audio spot can also be provided so it can be 

played on local radio stations. 

Organise time for discussions 

In addition to the report itself, a wide range of content will be made available throughout the campaign, including 

videos, audio stories and mini comic strips. All of these materials can be used to support a session focused on ideas and 

discussions within the group.  

If you would like to take the opportunity to invite someone from Emmaus International to attend this meeting, we would be 

delighted! 
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Campaign tools 

 

In addition to sharing our posts on social networks, we are providing you with tools that you can use locally to publicise the 

campaign, the Emmaus Global Report and your own actions. 

 

 
Already available: Coming soon: 

• Campaign poster (files ready for 
printing) 

• Campaign visuals in different 
formats for use on social media or 
your website 

• Sample articles to present the 
report and the campaign on your 
website 

• Press release and press kit 

• Appeal text and sheet for collecting signatures 

• PDF version of the report 

• Cover letter when sending the report to decision-makers 

• Summary of the report and our positions for decision-makers 

• Technical sheet/arguments to present our report 

• Campaign video which you can share on your website and social media 

• Campaign audio recordings to be played in the sales areas or to offer to 
local radio stations 

  

Access to tools online 

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1eKUrAJvfBpUBckKZp309afHXxbL_WoH8?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1eKUrAJvfBpUBckKZp309afHXxbL_WoH8?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1eKUrAJvfBpUBckKZp309afHXxbL_WoH8?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1eKUrAJvfBpUBckKZp309afHXxbL_WoH8?usp=sharing
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Do you want to get involved? Would you like to find out more? Do you have questions? 

We are offering two video conference sessions to present this campaign. 

 

 

Tuesday 12 October from 3pm - 4pm (CET) in French and Spanish 

Wednesday 13 October from 10am - 11am (CET) in French and English 

 

 

➔ Sign up here: ourvoicesmatter@emmaus-international.org 

  

mailto:ourvoicesmatter@emmaus-international.org
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Calendar 
 

 

Dates for your diary: 

- 12 October at 3pm (CET): video conference to introduce the campaign in French/Spanish 

- 13 October at 10am (CET): video conference to introduce the campaign in French/English 

- 17 October: release of the report, launch of the website and release of the campaign video on social media 

- From 18 October to 28 November: daily posts on our social media sites 
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Thank for your efforts! 

 

Contact the Emmaus International team: ourvoicesmatter@emmaus-international.org 

 

Please send us the contact details by return mail  

of the person in charge of following and sharing the communication campaign  
 

 

mailto:ourvoicesmatter@emmaus-international.org

